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Goodwin
Graham

2013 is year two for the 
FIA World Endurance 
Championship and the 

European Le Mans Series and 
this weekend sees the opening 
rounds for both at Silverstone.

There are real positives 
to report on progress with 
both Championships, current, 
future and potential further 
future factory involvement, 
a management team that 
understand the crucial role of 
the privateer, the subsequent 
importance of cost control and 
the key learnings from the 
American lesson that building 
a stable calendar, and building 
real events around it, could well 
make the difference between 
ending up with either an 
engaging recreational diversion 
subject to cyclical peaks and 
troughs or a potential new global 
force in Motorsport.

There’s still work to do, and 
lots of it but the signs are good 
and the willingness to go public 
on their own aspirations is 
welcome news too.

For the WEC in particular 
better events, better TV and a 
more engaging product for the 
paying public are all on the list 
and, so far there is progress all 

around.
On track there is the promise 

of real wheel to wheel action in 
every class.

Audi will fight tooth and nail to 
keep their hard earned crowns 
from falling into the clutches of 
a very strong new force in the 
sport.  Stint by stint and race by 
race this will be a war as Toyota 
Racing look to get their feet on 
a ladder that has been planted 
in Ingolstadt for over a decade.

The LMP1 privateers are very 
small in number but strong on 
quality - Rebellion and Strakka 
will fight just as hard as the 
factory boys but the reality is 
that their battleground is not 
only a different one, its one that 
looks likely to disappear as costs 
escalate with the planned new 
breed of LMP1s from next year.

LMP2 is, on the face of it at 
least, healthy in both The WEC 
and ELMS but behind the double 
figure grids headlines economic 
reality is biting hard in places.  
Lets face it if a team fronted by 
nine times World Rally Champion 
Sebatien Loeb can’t find the 
required budgets then others 
are going to struggle too.  There 
will be no shows and dropouts 
during 2013 and though the core 

of the class looks strong, the 
rulemakers and race organisers 
need to put any thoughts of 
complacency aside.

Nissan powerplants dominate 
the class and happily the men ( 
and women) in black look set to 
continue their policy of getting 
behind their racing in marketing 
terms to an extent that has only 
ever really been seen from the 
full factory efforts in the past.  
More manufacturers, sponsors 
and others will need to do 
likewise if the WEC is going to 
make the big breakthrough in 
public awareness that it needs.

GTE is, despite the uncertainty 
over future regulations, looking 
very healthy. One of the 
biggest stories of all in 2013 
is the return of a real factory 
team from Porsche, but almost 
as good is the fact that their 
competition are upping their 

game too, Aston Martin keen to 
make a splash in their centenary 
year and Ferrari, eager to retain 
the advantage they held through 
much of 2012.

In the ELMS there has been 
a substantial recovery in GTE 
numbers, that should see some 
great racing and hopefully, more 
encouragement for new blood to 
join the fray later this yer and 
into the future.

There are moves too to 
bolster grid numbers with entry 
level classes that seem to have 
already had some early success 
– With the sportscar and pure 
GT communities having had 
precious little crossover in 
recent seasons that could prove 
to be a dam buster, or to build 
existing walls still higher.

Aside from the politics, 
the inter series squabbles, 
regulatory worries and economic 

nightmares though this is all 
about racing and there there are 
fewer worries and much, much 
more to look forward to .

There is real potential for the 
racing in both the ELMS and the 
WEC in all classes to thrill the 
sportscar racing aficionados 
and attract new interest and 
following if the promotion is 
delivered well and sustained.

Now it’s time for the drivers 
and the cars to do the talking, 
and with four well represented 
and hard fought classes in both 
Championships the challenges 
on track to be error free and 
fast are as strong as ever.

There will be thrills, and 
inevitably some spills too, but 
most of all there will be real 
racing, new heroes and new 
legends too – Game On! 

“
thIs WILL be A WAR As toyotA 
RACInG Look to Get theIR Feet 

on A LAddeR thAt hAs been 
PLAnted In InGoLstAdt FoR oveR 

A deCAde.
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neveu
Gerard

Few men have made such 
a big impact on sportscar 
racing in such a short space 

of time as Gerard Neveu.
A big man with a big job, his task 

initially was to launch, build and 
establish the FIA World Endurance 
Championship and then, as if that 
wasn’t enough of a challenge, 
the recovery and relaunch of the 
ELMS was added to his in-tray in 
late 2012.

Despite everything though he 
is held in huge respect by most 
in the notoriously demanding 
endurance racing paddock  - Jake 
Yorath caught up with him at 
the WEC pre season test at Paul 
Ricard last month. 

So Gerard – What’s the plan?
“We are trying to wake up the 

most exciting world championship 
you can have in motorsport. 

“When you want visitors, fans, 
when you want TV coverage, 
when you have to have media 
value and sporting value, you 
must provide something very 
strong on the track.  Make sure 
that it’s interesting; not only 
in performance, we are also 
discussing about technology, new 
technology, we are discussing 
about the level of investment from 
constructors and manufacturers 
in this sort of development.”

How many manufacturers does 
the WEC need?

“I don’t know.  We learn 
every year.  It is a very young 
championship.  Last year it was 
a baby championship, this year it 
is a kid championship.  The only 
thing I know is that we have to 
make any manufacturer who joins 
the championship happy.  We 
grow up together. 

“If there are three, four 
manufacturers in LMP1 it looks 
very interesting.  If we have the 
same in each category, it means 
we have a good base. 

“If we continue and grow up, 
and each of them finds a good 
space in this paddock then we can 
still continue to grow up. 

“I prefer quality over quantity.  
In GT this year, we have Porsche, 
Ferrari, Aston Martin – for me this 
is the top class.  I’m very happy 
with this!  It’s a dream we have 
that we can share with all the 
fans around the world.” 

There are always questions 
about whether we’ll see more 
manufacturers attracted to the 
WEC – How confident are you of 
more growth?

“When you have partners like 
Porsche coming back into the 
WEC paddock and investing in this 
championship, it’s a very good 

indication for the future.
“And as for Porsche well I’m 

sorry, but this is not another 
manufacturer, this is Porsche!

“Porsche is a full part of the 
endurance story.  This is a full 
part of Le Mans.  If you ask any 
guy with this passion, these 
people immediately reference, 
immediately in their head, 
‘Porsche’. 

“For us, we are so proud to 

see the army of Porsche coming 
back in the paddock.  This is a big 
emotion.  To see this car… It’s a 
new step, a new cycle.  You can 
imagine for the next 20 years, 
many drivers will dream of this 
car, this model. 

“We know that in one year, 
in 2014, we will have the LMP1 
Porsche coming, so it means that 
the prototype will come, and the 
GT, the new GT has come, and 

Porsche is with us now in full 
strength.  This is big added value 
for endurance and the WEC.” 

There have been worries about 
the strength recently of GTE, and 
the talk of revised regulations 
can’t have made it easy to solve 
that quickly?

“In GT last year we missed some 
fighting on the track.  I just spoke 
with Patrick Pilet, just a few 
minutes ago and I told him that 

whoever can predict who will be 
World Champion in GT will be very 
intelligent!  It’s impossible to say.  
The fighting will be fantastic.  And 
for a brand like Porsche, to travel 
around the world with us this is 
very good.  We are very happy to 
welcome them.  It’s so very good 
for the level of the sporting side 
for the WEC.

“The effort form Aston Martin in 
2013 is fantastic too, and to have 
this in their centenary year makes 
it even better, better racing and 
better stories – I am sure they 
would like to finish their year 
with the best story of all!”

Trying to keep costs under 
control has been very important 
hasn’t it?

“We are living in the real world, 
not the virtual world, and you 

have to consider now that it’s 
more and more difficult for teams 
and drivers to find the money to 
go racing. 

“We have to breed the 
championship that corresponds to 
the real world.  The budget is one 
part of that. 

“We have worked in a lot of 
areas to help reduce or control 
costs, our transport costs for 
instance are down by 50% year on 
year.”

We keep hearing the same 
words applied to endurance 
racing, technology, relevance – 
How important are these?

“Of course, when you develop 
a car like this it is so important 
to have the support of the 
manufacturers because they have 
the power to do it. 

LMP1 in particular is a place 
to make the developments and 
investigate new technology.  
As soon as this technology is 
under control, as soon as we 
can control the cost – because 
it is very expensive – it will be 
the technology of the future for 
sure.  This is the job of Porsche, 
Audi, Toyota – to develop.  This 
is a sporting stage, but also a 
technological stage for the future.

“The future holds more 
technology, more safety advances, 
and more endurance.  These are 
the topics the manufacturers are 
looking for because  they are the 
topics too that car buyers are 
looking for.  We can show the 
relevance and the potential for 
those technologies in extreme 
conditions.”

 We ARe tRyInG to WAke uP 
the Most exCItInG WoRLd 

ChAMPIonshIP you CAn hAve In 
MotoRsPoRt“
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FIRst euRoPe - 
noW the WoRLd
From a cold and rainy November day in 2003 with a first ‘Preview’ Race at the Le Mans Bugatti 
circuit to a World Championship featuring the world’s greatest sportscars, the world’s greatest 
sportscar racing drivers and some of the world’s best tracks – Here, through the viewfinders of 
David Lord and Dan Bathie, is the story of that 11 year journey.  
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eARLy dAys

After the early success of the 
European rounds of the ALMS in 
2000 things proved more difficult 

in getting a full series off the ground, 
there were a couple of false starts 
before the ACO themselves decided to 
give it a crack.

 They kicked it all off with a one-
off introductory event, on the Bugatti 
Circuit at Le Mans on a freezing cold 
weekend in late 2003.

 The turnout was more than encouraging, 
and it provided a springboard that would 
lead, a decade later, to a brand new 
World Championship.
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tAkInG 
enduRAnCe 
to An 
InteRnAtIonAL 
AudIenCe

2004 saw the start of the Le Mans 
Series, 6 hour races on some of 
Europe’s best circuits with some of 

the world’s top Prototype and GT teams.
 LMP900 and later LMP1 would 

see Audi, Aston Martin and Peugeot 
factory teams would compete and win, 
Privateers too would see Championship 
wins with Pescarolo Sport taking overall 
Series wins too.

 The junior LMP classes saw variety 
and pace as early unreliability changed 
to increasing pace – Lola, Courage, Zytek 
and Porsche took class titles
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GRAnd tuRIsMo 

In the GT classes too there was 
strength in depth – Ferrari and Porsche 
dominated the GT2 (later GTE class) 

with race wins too for TVR and Panoz 
whilst the GT1 class saw Championship 
wins for team running the fire breathing 
behemoths from Ferrari, Aston Martin, 
Corvette and Saleen.
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dIeseL dAys 

2010 and 2011 saw the Endurance 
racing world expand with 
the establishment of the 

Intercontinental Le Mans Challenge with 
the first season’s three events expanding 
to seven in 2011.
 It was the ideal stage for Peugeot to 
show their undoubted pace and whilst 
Audi continued to dominate at Le Mans, 
the Velizy based team utterly dominated 
over the shorter races – Sadly that 
wouldn’t be enough to save the factory 
programme form sudden cancellation.
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sLIM PICkInGs 

2012 saw the establishment of two 
new Championships, the European 
Le Mans Series though had a very 

difficult birth, poorly promoted and in a 
difficult financial environment the Series 
stuttered and failed – That was a shame 
as the premier class, now LMP2, saw a 
very high quality entry and in a reduced 
calendar, some fine racing at Paul Ricard 
and Donington Park.
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We ARe the 
WoRLd

2012’s other new ‘product’ was the 
FIA World Endurance Championship, 
Endurance Racing returning to a 

World Championship status for the first 
time since Group C days.
 Audi and Ferrari took the World Titles 
but Toyota deserve massive credit for 
saving a Championship that could have 
failed in the wake of Peugeot’s shock 
withdrawal.
 With hybrid technology to the fore there 
was a new word on the lips of racers and 
media commentators - Relevance
 There was great racing at the front of 
the pack in all four classes and despite 
the naysayers the signs are good that 
the WEC can establish itself very close 
indeed to the top of the motorsport tree.
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entRy LIst: 
WoRLd enduRAnCe ChAMPIonshIP, FuLL seAson

Car No. Class Team Car

1 LMP1 AUDI SPORT TEAM JOEST Audi R18 e-tron quattro
2 LMP1 AUDI SPORT TEAM JOEST Audi R18 e-tron quattro
7 LMP1 TOYOTA RACING Toyota TS030 - Hybrid
8 LMP1 TOYOTA RACING Toyota TS030 - Hybrid

12 LMP1 REBELLION RACING Lola B12/60 Coupé - Toyota
21 LMP1 STRAKKA RACING HPD ARX 03c - Honda
24 LMP2 OAK RACING Morgan - Nissan
25 LMP2 DELTA-ADR Oreca 03 - Nissan
26 LMP2 G-DRIVE RACING Oreca 03 - Nissan
28 LMP2 GULF RACING MIDDLE EAST Lola B12/80 Coupé - Nissan
29 LMP2 GULF RACING MIDDLE EAST Lola B12/80 Coupé - Nissan
31 LMP2 LOTUS Lotus T128
32 LMP2 LOTUS Lotus T128
35 LMP2 OAK RACING Morgan - Nissan
41 LMP2 GREAVES MOTORSPORT Zytek Z11SN - Nissan
49 LMP2 PECOM RACING Oreca 03 - Nissan
51 GTE - PRO AF CORSE Ferrari F458 Italia
71 GTE - PRO AF CORSE Ferrari F458 Italia
91 GTE - PRO PORSCHE AG TEAM MANTHEY Porsche 911 RSR
92 GTE - PRO PORSCHE AG TEAM MANTHEY Porsche 911 RSR
97 GTE - PRO ASTON MARTIN RACING Aston Martin Vantage V8
99 GTE - PRO ASTON MARTIN RACING Aston Martin Vantage V8
50 GTE-AM LARBRE COMPETITION Chevrolet Corvette C6-ZR1
57 GTE-AM KROHN RACING Ferrari F458 Italia
61 GTE-AM AF CORSE Ferrari F458 Italia
76 GTE-AM IMSA PERFORMANCE MATMUT Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
81 GTE-AM 8 STAR MOTORSPORTS Ferrari F458 Italia
88 GTE-AM PROTON COMPETITION Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
95 GTE-AM ASTON MARTIN RACING Aston Martin Vantage V8
96 GTE-AM ASTON MARTIN RACING Aston Martin Vantage V8

Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3
André Lotterer (DEU) Benoit Tréluyer (FRA) Marcel Fässler (CHE)
Tom Kristensen (DNK) Loïc Duval (FRA) Allan McNish (GBR)
Alexander Wurz (AUT) Nicolas Lapierre (FRA)
Anthony Davidson (GBR) Sébastien Buemi (CHE) Stéphane Sarrazin (FRA)
Nicolas Prost (FRA) Neel Jani (CHE) Nick Heidfeld (DEU)
Nick Leventis (GBR) Danny Watts (GBR) Jonny Kane (GBR)
Olivier Pla (FRA) David Heinemeier Hansson (DNK) Alex Brundle (GBR)
Tor Graves (GBR) Antonio Pizzonia (BRA) James Walker (GBR)
Roman Rusinov (RUS) John Martin (AUS) Mike Conway (GBR)
TBA TBA TBA
TBA TBA TBA
Kevin Weeda (USA) Vitantonio Liuzzi (ITA) Christophe Bouchut (GBR)
Thomas Holzer (DEU) Dominik Kraihamer (AUT) Jan Charouz (CZE)
Bertrand Baguette (BEL) Ricardo Gonzalez (MEX) Martin Plowmann (GBR)
Chris Dyson (USA) Michael Marsal (USA) Tom Kimber-Smith (GBR)
Luis Perez Companc (ARG) Nicolas Minassian (FRA) Pierre Kaffer (DEU)
Gianmaria Bruni (ITA) Giancarlo Fisichella (ITA)
Kamui Kobayashi (JPN) Toni Vilander (FIN)
Jörg Bergmeister (DEU) Patrick Pilet (FRA) Timo Bernhard (DEU)
Marc Lieb (DEU) Richard Lietz (AUT) Romain Dumas (FRA)
Darren Turner (GBR) Stefan Mücke (DEU) Bruno Senna (BRA)
Paul Dalla Anna (CAN) Frédéric Makowiecki (FRA) Pedro Lamy (PRT)
Patrick Bornhauser (FRA) Julien Canal (FRA) Fernando Rees (BRA)
Tracy Krohn (USA) Niclas Jönsson (SWE) Maurizio Mediani (ITA)
Jack Gerber (ZAF) Matt Griffin (IRL) Marco Cioci (ITA)
Raymond Narac (FRA) Christophe Bourret (FRA) Jean-Karl Vernay (FRA)
Vicente Potolicchio (VEN) Rui Aguas (PRT) Philipp Peter (AUT)
Christian Ried (DEU) Gianluca Roda (ITA) Paolo Ruberti (ITA)
Christoffer Nygaard (DNK) Kristian Poulsen (DNK) Allan Simonsen (DNK)
Roald Goethe (DEU) Stuart Hall (GBR) Jamie Campbell-Walter (GBR)
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1
LMP1 is the top class in Le Mans racing.  Purpose built prototypes with engines 
up to 3.4 litres aspirated petrol, 2.0 litres turbo petrol and 3.7 litre turbo 
diesel.  Red door card. HY denotes hybrid system installed.  WEC only.

LMP2 is the second class, featuring purpose built cars with a cost cap: cars 
must cost less than 400,000 Euro.  Each car must feature at least one bronze 
or silver rated driver.  Blue door card.

LMPC - Le Mans Protoype Challenge is a single make class for the entry-level 
Oreca FLM09 prototype designed to attract new potential LMP racers to the 
sport with a spec chassis and Chevrolet engine.  ELMS only.

GTC - The newly created ELMS class for GT3 spec cars - the cars, though will 
be dealt an ELMS specific balance of performance.  ELMS only.

P1

25
P2

47
PC

79
GTC

Le MAns RACInG
the CLAss stRuCtuRe

GTE Pro is the top production based category in Le Mans racing.  Cars share a 
basic resemblance and some components with their road car cousins.  The Pro 
class features all professional drivers.  Green door card.  WEC only.

GTE Am share the same technical regulations as GTE Pro, but the car must be 
at least one year old specification.  Driving teams must feature at least two 
bronze or silver rated drivers.  Orange door card, numbers 50-99.

51
PRO

96
AM
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WoRLd enduRAnCe ChAMPIonshIP

teAM by teAM GuIde

Driver Name (NAT)
Driver Name (NAT)
Driver Name (NAT)

25

ACO driver category: 

Platinum  - Drivers who have either competed in Formula 1, won 
overall at Le Mans, finished in the top-10 in a major open-wheel 
championship and/ or is a current or past factory driver.

Tyres.

teAM nAMe (nAtIonALIty)   
Chassis - engine

Gold  - Drivers experienced in professional open-wheel 
championships, or sportscar racing, or are of Platinum-grade but 
aged between 55-59.

Silver - Either extremely experienced and successful amateur, or 
young driver with little or no experience in top level motorsport.

Bronze - Gentleman driver.  Some young drivers starting out also 
awarded bronze category.  Cannot race in LMP1.

Car art: Andy Blackmore

1

2

6 hours of silverstone                                                             14th April

6 hours of spa Francorchamps                                             4th May

3

4

24 heures du Mans                                                22nd - 23rd June

6 hours of sao Paulo                                                  1st september

5

6

6 hours of Circuit of the Americas                            22nd september

6 hours Fuji                                                               20th october  

7

8

6 hours of shanghai                                                  10th november

6 hours of bahrain                                                   30th november

WeC 2013 CALendAR 
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AudI sPoRt teAM Joest (deu)   
Audi R18 e-tron quattro 

Allan McNish (GBR)
Tom Kristensen (DNK)
Loïc Duval (FRA)

1
Marcel Fässler (CHE)
André Lotterer (DEU)
Benoît Tréluyer (FRA)

2

The reigning World Manufacturers and 
drivers champions are back for more with a 
pair of revised diesel hybrid Audi R18 e-tron 
Quattros, the cars sporting an Ingolstadt 
interpretation of the 2012 Toyota extended 
wheel arch giving potentially rather better 
rear downforce.

It seems that an even more major change 
to the R18 won’t be appearing on the race 
cars with industry sources suggesting that a 
revolutionary new hybrid system was outlawed 
by the Championship rulemakers after the 
factory team had already started live testing.

Has that put the Champs on the back foot? 
We’ll soon see.

The Audi then sticks to its flywheel hybrid 
drive delivering the additional e-tron punch 
through the front wheels, but beyond the 
outside familiarity of the package you can be 
sure that the 2013 car is a markedly different 
beast.

For now the #1 is once again carried by double 
Le Mans winning and World Drivers Champion 
trio Marcel Fassler, Andre Lotterer and Benoit 
Treluyer.  They are notoriously tough to beat ( 
just ask their team-mates!) and will certainly 
be up for the scrap to come.

Obeying the motorsport mantra that the team 
you most want to beat are your team-mates 
there’s likely to be tough competition once 
again between the #1 and #2 Audis.

Tom Kristensen and Allan McNish are paired 
once again for the season and are joined in 2013 
by the mercurial Loic Duval.  The chemistry here 
will be interesting to watch with the established 
superstars joined by a younger man whose pace 
stunned all that saw what he could do with a 
Peugeot 908!

Not taking the title, or the Le Mans win, stung 
badly for the two elder statesmen - they’ll 
surely be back with a plan to go one better than 
their second overall in 2012.

toyotA RACInG (JPn)   
toyota ts 030 - hybrid 

After a stunning introduction to the WEC in 
the second part of 2012 where the brand 
new, and somewhat compromised, TS030 was 
often able to show the Audis a clean pair of 
heels, the Cologne-based squad return for 
their first full season crack at the title.

They are doing so with two heavily revised 
2013 versions of the TS030, the car featuring 
a new tub that dispenses with many of the 
compromises imposed on a development car 
last year which needed to accommodate the 
potential for either front or rear wheel delivery 
of the supercapacitor hybrid boost to its petrol 
V8 power plant.

In the event, the team chose rear drive and 
the new car is better balanced as a result of the 
removal of some of the peripheral fixtures and 
fittings that the 2012 car required.

The team has worked hard too on 
serviceability, definitely the major weak point 
of the 2012 car, the travails at Bahrain when the 
car needed a major rebuild because of a failed 
electrophospherent number panel should (for 
instance) now be history.

Of course the major change is that the team 
features a pair of full season cars with driver 
line-ups unchanged from Le Mans 2012, the only 
race last year that saw two cars compete.

A full season’s experience dictates that we 
will refer to the #7 Toyota as the team’s lead 
car, Alex Wurz proved a hugely impressive 
cornerstone for the team in 2012 and was no less 
rapid than his highly rated team-mate Nicolas 
Lapierre.  Kazuki Nakajima was mighty at Fuji 
in 2012 but will miss a round or two in 2013 due 
to his existing Japanese racing commitments.

The #8 car offers up the mouthwatering 
prospect of two of the hands down fastest 
endurance racers on the planet, Anthony 
Davidson and Stephane Sarrazin.  The Englishman 
is now fully recovered after his terrifying Le 
Mans shunt and Sarrazin is keen to prove once 
again that he can pedal a Toyota every bit as 
fast as he could a Peugeot.

Sebastien Buemi completes the lineup, the 
Swiss ex-F1 man will also be looking to prove 
a point or two, about speed, and about his 
adaptability from single seaters.

Anthony Davidson (GBR)
Sébastien Buemi (CHE)
Stéphane Sarrazin (FRA)

7
Alexander Wurz (AUT)
Nicolas Lapierre (FRA)

8
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RebeLLIon RACInG (Che)
Lola b10/60 - toyota  

The Privateers Champs from 2012 are back 
for more, but with only a single Customer 
Toyota V8 engined Lola Coupe confirmed for 
the full season.

The early rounds will see a second car but the 
team’s full season commitment to the American 
Le Mans Series means that they have trimmed 
their global programme.

The pre-season test saw Rebellion testing 
their own Toyota-esque rear end and it will be 
interesting to see whether, where and when 
that makes its race debut.

The three ‘N’s are back too in the #12 car, Neel 
Jani, Nicolas Prost and Nick Heidfeld were very 
impressive indeed throughout their respective 
2012 programmes. 

Nicolas Prost (FRA)
Neel Jani (CHE)
Nick Heidfeld (DEU)

12

Andrea Belicchi (ITA)
Matias Beche (SUI)
Cong Fu Chen (CHN)

13

stRAkkA  RACInG  (GbR)
hPd ARx 03c - honda  

Strakka Racing start the year as the only all 
British team on the WEC grid, the team is 
unchanged, the driver line-up is unchanged 
but the car has been substantially developed 
over the close season.

Now dubbed an HPD ARX 03c, the most visible 
change is at the front end with larger front 
rubber as the Wirth Research outfit looks to 

keep their baby with the Lola and hopefully 
close the gap to the factories.

Danny Watts and Jonny Kane need little 
motivation to give of their best and the one 
gentleman driver in the class Nick Leventis will 
be looking for more pace and a continuation 
of his noticeable reduction in on-track errors 
again in 2013.

Danny Watts (GBR)
Johnny Kane (GBR)
Nick Leventis (GBR)

21
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G-dRIve / deLtA-AdR (Rus/GbR)  
oreca 03 - nissan  

2012’s second placed team ADR - Delta 
becomes Delta - ADR for 2013 and expands the 
effort to two cars with the addition of the ex 
Signatech-run G-Drive sponsored programme.

Both cars are Nissan V8 powered Oreca 03 
chassis with the team seeing something of a 
reshuffle on the driver front too.

Tor Graves stays with ‘his’ #25 car from last 

year but is joined by a pair of new team-mates, 
yet another ex-F1 man, Antonio Pizzonia and ex 
JMW Motorsport man James Walker

The #26 G-Drive car sees Rusinov joined by 
2012 ADR - Delta standout Aussie John Martin 
and Indycar star Mike Conway.

This is a team to watch with high standards of 
preparation.

Tor Graves (GBR)
Antonio Pizzonia (BRA)
James Walker (GBR)

25

Roman Rusinov (RUS)
John Martin (AUS)
Mike Conway (GBR)

26

oAk RACInG  (FRA)
Morgan - nissan 

Oak Racing may have stepped away, for now 
at least, from their LMP1 programme but they 
remain deadly serious about LMP2.

The cars retain their Morgan branding for a 
second year and retain too the Nissan V8 power 
that gave them real pace throughout the 2012 
season.

What they lacked then was consistency and 
reliability, and the off season has been spent 
addressing the frustrations that thwarted 
the ambitions of the team, and their Onroak 
manufacturing arm.

The response for 2013 is a strong one with 
no fewer than three factory entered cars for 
the WEC, two of which might well be real 
contenders.

The #24 car features the mercurial Olivier Pla 
as the anchor, Pla is, hands down one of the 
very fastest of all in the WEC and will be at 
the sharp end for sure this year if the Morgan 
chassis is up to the challenge.  

Pla is joined by Alex Brundle, the young 
Englishman continuing to pursue a career in 
sportscar racing after a very encouraging first 
season in 2012.

The required Silver rated driver in this squad 
is the highly rated David Heinemeier Hansson, 
the US based Dane impressed in the ALMS in 
similar machinery in 2012 and would love to 
deliver on that potential on the world stage.

The #35 car too looks a very encouraging 
prospect with Bertrand Baguette joined by ex 
Greaves Motorsport man Ricardo Gonzalez and 
the other half of the 2012 ALMS Morgan effort, 
rapid Englishman Martin Plowman.  This might 
be a dark horse for real achievement in 2013.

The third Morgan Nissan features Onroak 
owner and real racing gentleman Jacques 
Nicolet alongside fellow gentleman driver Jean-
Marc Merlin.  

Olivier Pla (FRA)
Alex Brundle (GBR)
David Heinemeier- Hansson (DNK)
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Bertrand Baguette (BEL)
Ricardo Gonzalez (MEX)
Martin Plowman (GBR

35

Jacques Nicolet (FRA)
Jean-Marc Merlin (FRA)

45

GReAves MotoRsPoRt (GbR)
Zytek Z11sn - nissan

The sole example of the Zytek chassis in 
the WEC is again campaigned by the UK 
based Greaves Motorsport outfit, once again 
powered by Nissan’s V8 powerplant.

Their surprise line-up for the early part of the 
season is team stalwart (and multiple Le Mans 

class champion) Tom Kimber-Smith who will be 
joined by Dyson Racing boss Chris Dyson and his 
sometime charge Michael Marsal, the US based 
pair apparently intend to contest the first two 
rounds of the WEC (and the opening round of 
the European Le Mans Series too).

Chris Dyson (USA)
Michael Marsal
Tom Kimber Smith

41
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kCMG  (Chn)
Morgan - nissan

There’s a fourth Morgan Nissan for the early 
rounds of the WEC as the Chinese owned KCMG 
team get up to speed ahead of the late start for 
the Asian Le Mans Series.  

Alexandre Imperatore (CHE)
Matthew Howson (GBR)
Jim Ka To (CHN)

47

Lotus  (deu)
Lotus t128   

The odd men out are the Lotus LMP2 squad 
with their Praga badged, Judd built, BMW 
based V8 powered cars.

There’s been a big change though for the 
Romulus and Colin Kolles run squad though as 
the pre-season tests saw the first track running 
for their new Lotus T128 coupe, these cars 
replacing the Lola’s that the team ran in 2012.

It is very early days indeed for this package 
but applying the well known racing tenet “if it 
looks fast it is fast” should mean that the T128 
has real potential - Quite when it will be ready 

to deliver on that will be interesting to watch.
The #31 car will again be campaigned by 

American historic racer Kevin Weeda and recent 
F1 refugee Vitantonio Liuzzi.  they’ll be joined 
after Silverstone by quick Brit James Rossiter 
with the quick but sometimes surly French 
veteran Christophe Bouchut filling in for round 
one.

The #32 car sees young German Thomas 
Holzer again anchoring the effort, joined by ex 
Oak hotshoe Dominik Kraihamer and previous 
LMS champion Jan Charouz.

Kevin Weeda (USA)
Christophe Bouchut (FRA)
Vitantonio Liuzzi (ITA)
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Thomas Holzer (DEU)
Dominik Kraihamer (AUT) 
Jan Charouz (CZE)

32

PeCoM RACInG  (ARG)
oreca 03 - nissan

The last of a trio of full season entries mating 
the Nissan V8 to the Oreca 03 chassis, Pecom, 
still run from within the AF Corse stable for 
Argentinian ice cream magnate Luis Perez 
Companc.

The team saw a major turnaround in form mid 
season last year when Soheil Ayari ceded his 
seat to Nicolas Minassian, the ex-Peugeot man 

instantly found something that Ayari hadn’t and 
the Pecom car was in the hunt. Pierre Kaffer 
completes the lineup and adds even further pace 
to the package - Pecom are the only full season 
LMP 2 squad to have confirmed they will run the 
new Michelin rubber as the Clermont Ferrand 
based tyre maker makes a reappearance in the 
market.

Luis Perez Companc (ARG)
Nicolas Minassian (FRA) 
Pierre Kaffer (DEU)
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AF CoRse  (ItA)  
Ferrari F458 Italia  

Ferrari’s factory supported WEC effort is again 
handled by the crack AF Corse outfit with a 
pair of revised 458 Italia GTS 
The driver squads are both star studded, the 

lead #51 car again featuring Gianmaria Bruni 
and Giancarlo Fisichella, the pair were mighty 
in 2012 and are likely to have lost little of their 
sparkle.
The #71 car rather underwhelmed last year and 

there’s a brand new duo aboard for a renewed 

attack.
Fast Finn Toni Vilander was the GT racing tutor 

for both Jean Alesi and Giancarlo Fisichella and 
he’ll be fulfilling that role once again in 2013 
as he is joined in the #71 car by  ex -oyota, 
BMW and Sauber F1 star Kamui Kobayashi.  It’s 
an intriguing mix - Vilander is a highly rated and 
well known quantity, Kobayashi in contrast has 
much to prove, but the smart money is on him 
being a star for the year.

Giancarlo Fisichella (ITA)
Gianmaria Bruni (ITA)

Toni Vilander (FIN)
Kamui Kobayashi (JPN)

51

71

PoRsChe AG teAM MAnthey  (deu)  
Porsche 911 RsR (991)

The really big news in GTE is the return, for 
the first time in 15 years, of a Porsche factory 
team.
They arrive, under the management of the 

legendary Olaf Manthey, with an all Porsche 
factory driver line-up and a brand new car, this 
the 911 RSR based on the new 991 version of 
the 911, the world’s most long lived sportscar 
concept now in its 50th year.
The #91 car sees Jorg Bergmeister teamed 

with Patrick Pilet and previous overall Le 
Mans winner Timo Berhard whilst the sister 
#92 machine sees Marc Lieb, now in his 11th 

season as a full Porsche factory driver, joined 
by his regular partner Richard Lietz and another 
former overall Le Mans winner, Romain Dumas.
The new Porsche is at the very start of its 

development curve and will be raced only by 
the factory squad this year but you can be sure 
that there is every intention that this will not 
simply be a year of quiet development.  Expect 
both crews to go about their business with real 
purpose, and no little aggression - The message 
that the factory are looking to underline is a 
simple one - Porsche are back!

Jörg Bergmeister (DEU)
Patrick Pilet (FRA)
Timo Bernhard (DEU)

Marc Lieb (DEU) 
Richard Lietz (AUT)
Romain Dumas (FRA)
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Aston MARtIn RACInG (GbR)   
Aston Martin v8 vantage 

The Vantage GTE was a revelation in 2012, 
a highly revised version of a car that had 
promised a lot and delivered rather less 
suddenly came on song and ended the year 
on an all time high with the solo factory entry 
taking the class win at Shanghai.

AMR this year return with a pair of cars for the 
full season in the famous marques centenary 
year, and again the Prodrive brains trust have 
been hard at work to refine the racing package.

They believe the 2013 car is more driver 
friendly, more serviceable and outright faster.

The 2012 duo of Darren Turner and Stefan 
Mucke will be joined at the opening round by 
another Formula One refugee, Bruno Senna.

The Brazilian impressed mightily with his early 
pace in testing, and during the opening race 
of the season for the team at Sebring too.  It 
remains to be seen whether he will remain with 
the Turner/Mucke car or revert post Silverstone 
to the second Pro car.

That car has seen a late change to the line-up 
with Fred Makowiecki, one of the fastest men in 
GT racing just now, joined by Canadian privateer 
Paul Dalla Lana and endurance all rounder Pedro 
Lamy.  There are rumours that post Silverstone 
we may see a third Vantage for the remainder 
of the season, if that happens then it’s likely 
that Peter Dumbreck will reappear in the team 
as announced pre-season.

Stefan Mücke (DEU)
Darren Turner (GBR)
Bruno Senna (BRA)

Paul Dalla Lana (CAN)
Frédéric Makowiecki (FRA)
Pedro Lamy (PRT)
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kRohn RACInG  (usA)   
FeRRARI F458 ItALIA  

IMsA PeRFoRMAnCe MAtMut  (FRA)   
Porsche 997 RsR  

The bright green Ferrari is back - Tracy Krohn 
returns for another crack at the WEC with two 
major changes to report.  

The first is the replacement of Jeff Hazell at 
the helm of the team over the winter - David 

Brown is now the Team Manager for the #57 car.
The second is a new team-mate for Krohn and 

his regular driving partner Nic Jonsson, Mauricio 
Mediani has proven ability in Ferraris, now we’ll 
see if he can translate that to the world stage.

After a quiet year in 2012 IMSA Performance 
Matmut make their first entry into the WEC 
with their Tricolour liveried #76 Porsche for 
team co-owner and rapid gentleman Raymond 
Narac, endurance racing regular Christophe 

Bourret and highly rated ex Peugeot reserve 
driver Jean Karl Vernay.

That’s an unusual looking line-up for the crack 
French team but don’t count against them being 
in the mix.

Tracy Krohn (USA)
Nic Jönsson (SWE)
Maurizio Mediani (ITA)

Christophe Bourret (FRA)
Raymond Narac (FRA)
Jean-Karl Vernay (FRA)
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LARbRe CoMPetItIon  (FRA)   
Chevrolet Corvette C6 ZR1  

GTE Am class winners Larbre Competition are 
back to defend their title but this time with 
just a single Corvette C6.R

The #50 car should still have pace though 
courtesy of rapid Brazilian Fernando Rees and 
Larbre’s lucky charm Julien Canal, a man with 

more titles than a social climbing minor Royal.
Another loyal Larbre customer Patrick 

Bornhauser completes the trio.  Don’t count 
out one of the most experienced and successful 
teams of the past decade at this level.

Patrick Bornhauser (FRA)
Julien Canal (FRA)
Fernando Rees (BRA)
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AF CoRse  (ItA)  
Ferrari F458 Italia  

It’s becoming highly unusual for any major GT 
entry anywhere NOT to feature AF Corse.

Their effort in the 2013 WEC is an interesting 
one - Gentleman Jack Gerber is joined by 
a couple of very quick men, both AF Corse 
regulars.

Marco Cioci will be a safe and rapid pair of 
hands and Matt Griffin will provide much of the 
punch.

This is another team that could, if reliability 
and good fortune stay with them, score very 
good points indeed.

Jack Gerber (ZAF)
Matt Griffin (IRL)
Marco Cioci (ITA)
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Aston Martin’s works team fields a pair of 
newly built but 2012 spec Vantage GTEs 
making it a quartet of Gulf liveried Astons for 
the full WEC in the company’s centenary year.

This is the car, and in the spec, that won 
the final GTE Pro race of 2012 at Shanghai and 
should prove to be a front runner now on the 
Pro-Am standings.

The #95 car features an all Danish driver 
roster with the same trio that campaigned last 
season’s iteration of GTE Am at the Le Mans 24 
Hours.

Allan Simonsen put that car on class pole and 

there’s likely to be similar feats to behold during 
this season’s action. Christoffer Nygaard and 
Kristian Poulsen complete the line-up to form 
a trio with few obvious weaknesses - There is 
certainly potential here for class wins.

The ultimate Gulf fan Roald Goethe has made 
the #96 car happen, he’s joined by a pair of 
quick Brits.

Stuart Hall returns to AMR and brings with him 
a man with more endurance racing experience 
than most, Jamie Campbell Walter.  The Essex/ 
Scottish combo will surely be a potent one at 
this level.

Christoffer Nygaard (DNK)
Kristian Poulsen (DNK)
Allan Simonsen (DNK)

Roald Goethe (DEU)
Stuart Hall (GBR) 
Jamie Campbell-Walter (GBR)
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8stAR MotoRsPoRts  (usA)   
Ferrari F458 Italia  

The same Venuzuelan funding woes that have 
bitten Starworks have also come to roost at 
Peter Baron’s 2012 WEC funder.

Enzo Potolicchio intended to defend his LMP2 
title in the same car.  That plan though came to 
nought but happily there was a plan B!

Potolicchio’s 8Star Motorsports outfit has 
joined forces with AF Corse to field a GTE Am 

Ferrari for the team owner, joined at Silverstone 
by AF Corse’s regular customer speed merchant 
Rui Aguas and endurance racing veteran Phillip 
Peter.

The #81 car’s bright orange livery will be as 
hard to miss as the Krohn Green car, and it 
should find itself in the mix for class honours 
too.

Enzo Potollichio (VEN)
Rui Aguas (PRT)
Philipp Peter (AUT)
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PRoton CoMPetItIon  (deu)   
Porsche 997 RsR  

Proton Competition flew the Porsche flag 
throughout what proved to be an, at times, 
frustrating 2012 WEC.

They appeared as wrong footed as other 
favoured customers when Porsche made the 
announcement that they would cease support 
for the 997 version of the GT3 RSR.

That said this is a team of quality and they 
are back for more, albeit with a single ‘Am’ car 
for an unchanged driver line-up from the team’s 
Am effort last year.

Team Principal Christian Ried will again be 
joined by double Porsche cup winner Gianluca 
Roda and the ever smiling Paulo Ruberti.

Christian Ried (DEU)
Gianluca Roda (ITA)
Paolo Ruberti (ITA)
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Aston MARtIn RACInG (GbR)   
Aston Martin v8 vantage 
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CAReeRInG 

2013

The career of a professional sportscar driver can be a long one - Experience counts for a 
lot when strategy and consistency, and pure team-work comes to the fore.

There’s perhaps no better proof of that than by looking back to the very first preview 
event  for the following year’s Le Mans Series, held by the ACO on the Le Mans Bugatti circuit on 9 
November 2003.

The race featured four classes of car, LMP 900, LMP675, GTS (GT1) and GT (GTE) and, astonishingly, 
each class winning car featured a drive that is in the entry list for the opening round of the 2013 FIA 
World Endurance Championship.

2003

2013

Kristensen had, by then, already established himself as a sportscar racing great with 5 Le Mans 
wins, there would be a further trio of 24 hour wins to follow together with a further four wins at 
Sebring ( to add to the two he had already won by 2003.

He’ll start the 2013 season as a real potential title contender for the World Drivers Championship.
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2013
2003

2013

For the 2003 race though the contenders were perhaps closer to the spirit of the concept and it 
was the conservative approach of Yves Courage and his then new C65, powered by a JPX prepared 
3.4 litre V6 engine, that took the class win, finishing an impressive 4th overall for Wim Eykmans, 
Enrico Muscioni and 2013 G-Drive by Delta ADR LMP2 contender Roman Rusinov. 

Since 2003 Rusinov has scored an LMS class Championship win, back in 2004 aboard a Ferrari 360 
N-GT (GTE) and has had race wins in both GT1 and GT3 Lamborghinis.

LMP 675 was intended to provide a junior Prototype formula for lower powered cars with smaller 
normally aspirated or turbocharged engines than the LMP900 class (The 675 in the class title refers 
to a minimum weight in kilogrammes)

In reality, and with hindsight predictably, there were those who tried to find a solution that 
might just give a well prepared 675 a chance at overall victory - or, as happened all too often fail 
spectacularly in the attempt!
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2013
2003

2013

Sharing the winning car with fellow Brit Jamie Davies was Darren Turner who is still with Prodrive 
today, albeit now under the Aston Martin Racing arm and leading the driving squad in one of a pair 
of Aston Martin Racing V8 Vantage GTEs that will be in contention for the GTE Pro Championship.

Since 2003 Darren has scored a pair of GT1 class wins at Le Mans for AMR and finished second in 
the 2011 FIA GT1 World Championship (again in an Aston Martin).  

Back in 2003 the GT field was split between the ‘Big Banger’ GTS (later GT1) machines and the GT 
(later N-GT, then GT2 and now GTE) cars.

The GTS class race in 2003 was dominated by a pair of Prodrive built Ferrari 550 Maranellos 
entered by Care Racing.

The Ferraris finished fifth and sixth overall in a race that featured no fewer than 16 LMP cars on 
the start list.
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2013
2003

2013

Despite a solitary FIA GT Championship race win in a privateer Aston Martin, Peter has never 
since found that level of form, instead concentrating on a career supporting the development of 
gentleman drivers as they seek to progress through the endurance racing ranks.   

2013’s FIA WEC season opener sees him as part of the 8Star Motorsports effort in GTE Am with 
another chance to score a significant class win in the direct successor to that 2003 machine more 
than a decade on!

Finally the GT winning Ferrari 360 GT of Cirtek Motorsport which finished tenth overall was piloted 
by ex F1 man Andrea Montermini, Klaus Engelhorn and ex Audi factory driver Phillip Peter.

2003 saw the Austrian take a podium for Audi at Le Mans and a Sebring race win overall, again in 
the all conquering R8 prototype.
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eLMs 2013 CALendAR 

1

2

3 hours of silverstone                                                             14th April

3 hours of Imola                                                                      18th May

3

4

3 hours of Red bull Ring                                                          20th July

3 hours of hungaroring                                                   14th september

5 3 hours of Le Castellet                                                   28th september 
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entRy LIst: 
euRoPeAn Le MAns seRIes, FuLL seAson

Car No. Class Team Car

1 LMP2 THIRIET BY TDS RACING Oreca 03 – Nissan
3 LMP2 GREAVES MOTORSPORT Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
4 LMP2 BOUTSEN GINION RACING Oreca 03 – Nissan

18 LMP2 MURPHY PROTOTYPES Oreca 03 – Nissan
34 LMP2 RACE PERFORMANCE Oreca 03 – Judd
36 LMP2 SIGNATECH ALPINE Alpine LMP2 – Nissan
38 LMP2 JOTA SPORT Zytek Z11SN – Nissan
39 LMP2 DKR ENGINEERING Lola B11/40 – Judd
43 LMP2 MORAND RACING Morgan – Judd
47 LM PC TEAM ENDURANCE CHALLENGE Formula Le Mans Oreca 09
48 LM PC TEAM ENDURANCE CHALLENGE Formula Le Mans Oreca 09
49 LM PC TEAM ENDURANCE CHALLENGE Formula Le Mans Oreca 09
52 GTE - AM RAM RACING Ferrari F458 Italia
53 GTE - AM RAM RACING Ferrari F458 Italia
54 GTE - AM AF CORSE Ferrari F458 Italia
55 GTE - AM AF CORSE Ferrari F458 Italia
66 GTE - AM JMW MOTORSPORT Ferrari F458 Italia
67 GTE - AM IMSA PERFORMANCE MATMUT Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
75 GTE - AM PROSPEED COMPETITION Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
77 GTE - AM PROTON COMPETITION Porsche 911 GT3 RSR
62 GTC AF CORSE Ferrari 458 Italia
64 GTC AUTORLANDO Porsche 911 GT3-R
65 GTC MOMO MEGATRON DF1 Audi R8 LMS ultra
79 GTC ECURIE ECOSSE BMW Z4 GT3
84 GTC AUTORLANDO Porsche 911 GT3-R

Driver 1 Driver 2 Driver 3
Pierre Thiriet Jonathan Hirschi
Chris Dyson Michael Marsal
Bastien Brière Thomas Dagoneau John Hartshorne
Brendan Hartley Mark Patterson
Michel Frey Patric Niederhauser
NPierre Ragues Nelson Panciatici
Simon Dolan Oliver Turvey
Olivier Porta Romain Brandela
Natacha Gachnang Frank Mailleux
Alex Loan Matthieu Lecuyer
Anthony Pons Soheil Ayari
Paul Loup Chatin Gary Hirsch
Johnny Mowlem Matt Griffin
Gunnar Jeannette Frankie Montecalvo
Yannick Mallegol Jean Marc Bachelier Howard Blank
Pierguiseppe Perazzini Marco Cioci Federico Leo
Andrea Bertolini Joel Camathias
Patrice Milesi Wolf Henzler
Francois Perrodo Manu Collard Sébastien Crubilé
Christian Ried Gianluca Roda Nick Tandy
Andrea Rizzoli Stefano Gai Lorenzo Casé
Archie Hamilton Dimitris Deverikos Gianluca Carboni
Raffi Bader Dylan Derdaele
Ollie Millroy Andrew Smith Alasdair McCaig
Emilio Di Guida Jeroen Bleekemolen
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Driver Name (NAT)
Driver Name (NAT)
Driver Name (NAT)

25

ACO driver category: 

Platinum  - Drivers who have either competed in Formula 1, won 
overall at Le Mans, finished in the top-10 in a major open-wheel 
championship and/ or is a current or past factory driver.

Tyres.

teAM nAMe (nAtIonALIty)   
Chassis - engine

euRoPeAn Le 
MAns seRIesteAM by 

teAM GuIde

Gold  - Drivers experienced in professional open-wheel 
championships, or sportscar racing, or are of Platinum-grade but 
aged between 55-59.

Silver - Either extremely experienced and successful amateur, or 
young driver with little or no experience in top level motorsport.

Bronze - Gentleman driver.  Some young drivers starting out also 
awarded bronze category.  Cannot race in LMP1.

With the arrival of the FIA WEC, ACO rule 
racing in Europe needed something to replace 
the Le Mans Series that had morphed into the 
World Championship.

It was always going to be a tricky task to 
compete with the GT3 based series that gave 
teams and car owners plenty of choice over 
their racing campaigns with standalone races, 
national and continental series to choose from 
and with sprint and/ or endurance racing on 
offer.

That said 2012 saw a near all time low in grid 
numbers for any major endurance series and it 
has taken a new team to regain control of the 
potential for 2013 and into the future.

WEC boss Gerard Neveu is now in overall charge 
of the ELMS too and that gives real credibility to 
the mantra of a ‘staircase’ in endurance racing.

There have been other major changes too, 
principally to assist a slashing of running costs 
for the current and potential future competitors 
and not all of these have met with universal 
acclaim.

Race lengths have been cut from 6 to 3 hours, 
but there are difficulties there for some teams 
who would like the budget that a third paying 
driver brings.

ELMS race meetings are now two days in 
length but that has come too at a cost, the 

Series now runs alongside other major Series on 
the same racecard with this weekend’s season 
opener seeing the ELMS alongside the WEC and 
later rounds sharing billing with the FFSA Super 
Series and World Series by Renault.

There have been changes too in the class 
structure for potential entrants.

LMP2 stays as the top class with a single GTE 
class based on GTE Am rules (cars must have a 
gentleman driver and be to a spec at least 12 
months old).

The one-make Formula Le Mans prototypes 
are back as the LMPC class once again with 
the entry list completed by the GTC class for 
GT3 class cars ( but with a different balance of 
performance than that doled out by SRO).

What it does signal is that the ELMS has been 
given plenty of attention and the initial response 
from potential entrants has been encouraging.

We’re promised a 25 car grid for the first race 
at Silverstone and from there on in it could 
go either way depending on the success or 
otherwise of the new format.

Here’s hoping that we do see new teams, new 
cars and new drivers taking their first steps on 
the ACO ladder.

The entry though sees a healthy number 
of both prototypes and GT cars with LMP2 
continuing its success story

Words: Graham Goodwin
Car art: Andy Blackmore
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boutsen GInIon RACInG (beL)
oreca 03 - nissan

The Belgian team have consistently shown 
pace but have suffered reliability nightmares 
and some misfortune at the hands of previous 
drivers in recent seasons.

They are in consolidation mode for 2013 - 
Bastien Briere, Thomas Dagoneau and John 
Hartshorne will likely not be familiar to many 

who are newcomers to the endurance racing 
scene but this trio should be a safe sextet of 
hands.

If the 3 hour format proves to produce a more 
aggressive battle at the front of the field car 
and driver reliability might just prove to be a 
trump card.

Bastian Briere (FRA)
Thomas Dagenau (FRA)
John Hartshorne (GBR)

4

MuRPhy PRototyPes (IRe)
oreca 03 - nissan

Team Principal Greg Murphy has built up his 
own team to run his very green Oreca 03 
Nissan in 2013 after a season with the car run 
by Team RLR.

Mercedes F1 tester Brendan Hartley stays 
aboard and will again show his raw speed and 
developing strategic nous, the Kiwi will be 
joined by experienced genntleman driver Mark 

Patterson.
If things go well for ‘Murphy’s Men’ (and there 

is every reason to believe that they might) then 
this is likely to be the happiest and most fun 
team in the paddfock - Even if they don’t Then 
they are still up for the craic!

If the Oreca reliability woes have been gripped 
this car could be a real contender.

Brendan Hartley (NZL)
Mark Patterson (USA)

18

GReAves MotoRsPoRt (GbR)   
Zytek Z11sn - nissan  

Greaves will have a car in both the ELMS and 
the WEC at Silverstone, but uniquely they’ll 
have two of the same drivers too as Chris 
Dyson and Michael Marsal do double duty for 

the weekend.  
Beyond the first round though there are doubts 

over a further ELMS presence for the team.

Chris Dyson
Michael Marsal

3

thIRIet by tds RACInG  (FRA)   
oreca 03 - nissan 

The reigning ELMS Champions return with the 
same mechanical package, with Pierre Thiriet 
still aboard and no bearing the #1.

He’s joined for the full season by Jonathan 
Hirschi (who raced for a part season with the 
team last year) is filling the not inconsiderable 

shoes of Mathias Beche in 2013.
2012 showed us that the team has the pace 

and resilience to get the job done, now the 
2013 drivers squad has to show that they can 
help the team ‘do the double’.

Piere Thiriet (FRA)
Jonathan Hirschi (SUI)

1
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JotA sPoRt (GbR)
Zytek Z11sn - nissan

Kent based Jota choose the ELMS as their 
primary campaign.  Their #38 Nissan powered 
Zytek will once again be driven by Simon Dolan 
but 2013 will see him partnered by a new Pro 
team-mate as Oliver Turvey gets his first taste 
of LMP racing, alongside his role as McLaren F1 

test driver.
That’s likely to see the Jota car right in the 

thick of the action and contending for overall 
wins and the Series title.  Much though will 
depend on Dolan’s consistency and speed in the 
new race format.

Simon Dolan (GBR)
Oliver Turvey (GBR)

38

dkR enGIneeRInG (Lux)
Lola b11/40 - Judd

The only other Judd engined contender, and 
the only other non-Nissan engined confirmed 
entry) is the ex Pecom Racing Lola entered 
by Luxembourg based DKR Engineering and 
prepared by ex LMS LMP2 entrants Ibanez 
Racing Services.

Olivier Porta and Romain Brandela are the 

confirmed drivers for this effort, and provide 
very welcome evidence of the ability of the 
rejuvenated Series to attract new teams.  If 
that good news is to translate to meaningful 
results however the team will need to find a 
lot more speed than they have displayed in pre-
season testing.

Olivier Porta (FRA)
Roman Brandela (FRA)

18

sIGnAteCh ALPIne (FRA)   
Alpine A450 - nissan  

Whatever the hype (and there has been 
plenty!) the return of the famous french 
Alpine marque to endurance racing is, for now 
courtesy of a rebadged Oreca and a coat or 
two of evocative (and very pretty) blue paint.  
The glory of France is further upheld with the 
eqipment at each corner of the #36 car, this 
the only full season ELMS LMP2 to commit to 
Michelin rubber.

There is talk of a factory effort to come, 
potentially involving a racing version of a future 

roadgoing sportscar  but no promises yet.
Success for the team in 2013 won’t do any 

harm of course to that possible outcome, 
neither will it hurt the recovery plan after a 
terrible 2012 of the Signatech outfit that are 
running the car.

Pierre Ragues and Nelson Panciatici are tasked 
with adding results to the story so far and if 
Signatech’s appalling luck changes they could 
very easily do just that.

Chris Dyson
Michael Marsal

36

RACe PeRFoRMAnCe (suI)   
oreca 03 - Judd 

The Swiss Race Performance squad will again 
campaign their uniquely Judd engined Oreca 
03 in the ELMS and will be looking for perhaps 
more speed and consistency than they have 

produced in recent outings.
Michel Frey returns for the team and is joined 

by Patrick Niederhauser.

Michel Frey (SUI)
Patric Niederhauser (SUI)

34
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MoRAnd RACInG (suI)   
Morgan - nissan 

This is the only example of the Onroak Morgan 
chassis in the ELMS and, coupled with the 
Nissan V8 engine it is likely to be amongst the 
quickest runners if the team can produce a 
reliable effort.

Ex FIA GT1 racer Natacha Gachnang is 

partnered by the fast and popular Franck 
Mailleux for the season.  That duo should make 
for a well balanced pairing and if the package 
is anything like the sum of its parts there may 
well be podiums or better on the horizon for 
these ELMS newcomers.

Natacha Gachnang (SUI)
Franck Mailleux (FRA)

34

teAM enduRAnCe ChALLenGe  (FRA)
Formula Le Mans - oreca - 09

Oreca moved fast to support the new look 
ELMS with heavy promotion of arrive and drive 
packages for the LMPC class Oreca FLM09s.

No fewer than three cars are promised for the 
season with a variety of gentleman drivers, the 

pick of the bunch though is probably the #48 
car which features successful Porsche Carrera 
Cup France Gentleman Anthony Pons and 
experienced endurance racer Soheil Ayari.

Alex Loan (AND)
Matthieu Lecuyer (FRA)

47

Anthony Pons (FRA)
Soheil Ayari (FRA)

48

Paul Loup Chatin (FRA)
Gary Hirsch (FRA)

49
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RAM RACInG  (GbR)  
Ferrari F458 Italia  

Silverstone based Ram Racing are precisely 
the kind of outfit that Gerard Neveu and co 
need to attract to endurance racing if the 
health of the sport is to be guaranteed.

Well-funded and highly professional this is a 
team thinking in the long term with realistic 
aims for their first full season.

Their #52 Ferrari has the potent pairing of 
Johnny Mowlem and Matt Griffin aboard, the 
Irishman counts as the required Silver rated 
driver here courtesy of some heads up planning 

and driving throughout 2012. That might well 
serve him, and the team, very well over the 
2013 ELMS season.

Mowlem has driven just about everything 
everywhere and will be very keen indeed to 
build a new shelf for the trophy cabinet!

The #53 Ram 458 meanwhile sees American 
pairing Gunnar Jeannette and Frankie 
Montecalvo reunited after the Paige’s 2012 
season plans were derailed as a result of the 
collapse of Luxury Racing. 

Johnny Mowlem (GBR)
Matt Griffin (IRE)

Gunnar Jeanette (USA)
Franck Montecalvo (USA)

52

53

AF Corse are, perhaps predictably, the second 
two car Ferrari effort.

Their #54 car sees youth to the fore whilst 
the #55 is the more experienced trio with Marco 
Cioci charged with bringing the very best out of 

AF customers Pierguiseppe Perazzini and 2012 
International GT Open Champion Federico Leo.

There are probably too many commercially 
enforced compromises in both line- ups to see 
them as a genuine threat for overall honours.

Yannick Mallegol (FRA)
Jean-Marc Bachelier (FRA)
Howard Blank (USA)

Marco Cioci (ITA)
Piergiuseppe Perazzini (ITA) 
Federico Leo (ITA)

54

55

AF CoRse  (ItA)  
Ferrari F458 Italia  
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IMsA PeRFoRMAnCe MAtMut  (FRA)   
Porsche 997 RsR  

PRoton CoMPetItIon  (FRA)   
Porsche 997 RsR  

The #67 car sees a classic Pro-Am pairing 
with Patrice Milesi joined by Porsche factory 
hotshoe Wolf Henzler.

Take a look at the Pro talent on display in 

this class and it’s clear that races and titles are 
likely to be determined by which team has the 
fastest, most consistent and most error-free 
Ams!

Proton field two of their three WEC drivers 
in the ELMS too with Christian Ried and 
Gianluca Roda joined in the #77 car by the 
latest addition to the Porsche factory rota, 

the mercurial Nick Tandy.
If the Porsche is anywhere near the pace of 

the Ferraris this is a team to watch.

Patrick Milesi (FRA)
Wolf Henzler (DEU)

Christian Ried (DEU)
Gianluca Roda (ITA)
Nick Tandy (GBR)

67 76

JMW RACInG  (FRA)   
Ferrari F458 Italia 

The only Dunlop shod GT car in the field will 
again sport a bright yellow livery to recognise 
that fact.

A very late deal sees Ferrari factory driver 
Andrea Bertolini join Joel Camathias, a pairing 
which is capable of seeing the British team 

retain their ELMS GTE title.
Bertolini was finding pace as the year went 

on in the 2012 WEC whilst Camathias will likely 
enjoy racing closer to the sharp end than he 
could achieve in the same Championship aboard 
a privateer Porsche.

Andrea Bertolini
Joel Camathias

66

Belgian Porsche specialists Prospeed are 
back in the ELMS with their #75 911 RSR.  
Emmanuele ‘Manu’ Collard is their hotshoe, 
he’ll be joined at Silverstone by gentleman 
driver Francois Perrodo with Sébastien Crubilé 
joining the duo at round 2.

Francois Perrodo (FRA)
Emmanuel Collard (FRA)
Sébastien Crubilé (FRA)

75

PRosPeed CoMPetItIon  (beL)   
Porsche 997 RsR  
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AutoRLAndo sPoRt  (ItA)   
Porsche 911 Gt3-R  

The only two car team in the class features 
a pair of well prepped Porsches and some 
names to conjure with.

The #64 car sees quick and ambitious young 
Brit Archie Hamilton paired with ex Tech 9 FIA 
GT3 Champion Dimitris Deverikos and gentleman 

driver Gianluca Carboni whilst the sister #84 
car has Autorlando regular customer Emilio 
Di Guida paired with none other than Jeroen 
Bleekemolen - Both crews should be real class 
contenders.

Archie Hamilton (GBR)
Dimitris Deverikos (GRC)
Andrea Ceccato (ITA)

64

AF CoRse  (ItA)   
Ferrari F458 Italia Gt3

This car makes it an astounding eight cars that 
are being fielded by AF Corse across the WEC 
and ELMS, the GTC effort here will have to 
rely on some young talent to make the grade.

Andrea Rizzoli
Stefano Gai
Lorenzo Casé

62

Will they, won’t they produce a full season 
entry - after several false starts this effort 
carries the credibility of the Downforce 1 
outfit squarely on its shoulders.  Here’s hoping 
they deliver for the only Audi in the ELMS.

Raffi Bader (SUI)
Dylan Derdaele (BEL)

65

MoMo MeGAtRon dF1  (usA)   
Audi R8 LMs ultra

Emilio di Guida (ITA)
Jeroen Bleekemolen (NED)

84

eCuRIe eCosse  (GbR)   
bMW Z4 Gt3

This could just be one of the more significant 
entries for this year’s ELMS.  Why? Because it 
is the package offered, including an auto entry 
in GTE for the 2014 Le Mans 24 Hours for the 
GTC class winning team, that jas attracted 
this team from the alternative delights of the 

Blancpain Endurance Series.
Ollie Millroy, Andrew Smith and Alasdair 

McCaig should see the Brwell Motorsport 
prepped BMW in the thick of things, and the Z4 
will be a popular sight and sound in the midst of 
the ELMS field.

Christian Ried (DEU)
Gianluca Roda (ITA)
Nick Tandy (GBR)

79
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                               in pictures:
1983 tourist trophy

From the archives of John Brooks
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1983 touRIst tRoPhy At sILveRstone
GRouP C CARs the stARs

Group C Endurance Racing has assumed mythical status with the passage 
of time, some of the racing justified this rose tinted view, some did 
not. Into the latter category fell the 1000kms of Silverstone held on 8th 
May 1983. Sure the cars were then, as now, the stars, but the weather 
and mechanical frailties meant that as a competition the event left 
something to be desired.

In Qualifying on the Saturday Rothmans Porsche débutant, Stefan Bellof, 
“Shook Up the World” taking pole position by the huge margin of two 
seconds. This incredible performance from the 25 year old German put 
the whole grid on notice that a new star had arrived. Second place on 
the grid was another new talent, Stefan Johansson, the Group C era was 
attracting all manner of driving talent to compete with the established 
champions like Jacky Ickx.

The Silverstone race saw no fewer than nine Porsche 956 take the start, 
with the factory Rothmans backed pair being joined by privateer entries 
from Joest, Richard Lloyd, Kremer, Obermaier, Fitzpatrick and Preston 
Henn. The only realistic challenge to this armada would come from a 
brace of Martini Lancia LC2s, hoping to put behind them their disastrous 
début a month earlier at Monza, where tyre issues had blighted their 
race.

Tyres would influence the opening stages of the contest as there had been 
a typical Silverstone downpour shortly before the race got underway. 
Most of the field opted to persevere with slicks, except Lancia (wets) 
and Kremer (Intermediates). So as the 27 cars blasted into the spray 
Michele Alboreto and Piercarlo Ghinzani used their grippy tyres to good 
effect and the Lancias headed off into the distance chased by the pack of 
956s. The advantage of the Italians did not last as the sun dried out the 
standing water then both cars were afflicted with serious overheating 
problems. This was as a result of a build up of too much pressure in 
the cooling system and curing this took over an hour, game over for the 
beautiful Lancias. 

At the halfway point was a three way fight for the lead with the #1 956 
of Jacky Ickx and Jochen Mass #6 having six seconds advantage over 
#2 example of Derek Bell and Stefan Bellof with a similar gap to the 
Joest Racing 956 of Bob Wollek and Stefan Johansson. Then the race was 
settled, a heavy rain shower on the far side of the circuit caught out 
Mass and slithered off the road into the barriers, the 956 was too badly 
damaged to continue. A few minor niggles impeded the progress of the 
Joest car that had to settle for second with the Richard Lloyd 956 taking 
the final podium place. 

The race and the day belonged to the #2 Rothmans Porsche of Derek Bell 
and, especially, Stefan Bellof. A new star had been born and, as we know 
now, Bellof’s talent would burn brightly but alas briefly. 

John Brooks
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PRevIous touRIst tRoPhy WInneRs
1905 - John Napier driving an Arrol-Johnson
1906 - Charles Rolls driving a Rolls-Royce 20hp
1907 - Ernest Courtis driving a Rover 20hp
1908 - Willy Watson driving a Hutton-Napier
1914 - Kenelm Lee Guinness driving a Sunbeam
1922 - Jean Chassagne driving a Sunbeam TT
1928 - Kaye Don driving a Lea-Francis Hyper S
1929 - Rudolf Caracciola driving a Mercedes-Benz SSK
1930 - Tazio Nuvolari driving an Alfa Romeo 6C 1750 GS
1931 - Norman Black driving an MG C-Type Midget
1932 - Cyril Whitcroft driving a Riley Brooklands Nine
1933 - Tazio Nuvolari driving an MG Magnette K3
1934 - Charles Dodson driving an MG Magnette NE
1935 - Freddie Dixon driving a Riley TT Sprite
1936 - Freddie Dixon and Charles Dodson driving a Riley TT Sprite
1937 - Franco Comotti driving a Talbot-Lago T150C
1938 - Louis Gerard driving a Delage D6-70
1950 - Stirling Moss driving a Jaguar XK120
1951 - Stirling Moss driving a Jaguar XK120C
1953 - Peter Collins and Pat Giffith driving an Aston Martin DB3S
1954 - Gerard Laureau and Paul Armagnac driving a DB-Panhard
1955 - Stirling Moss and John Fitch driving a Mercedes-Benz 300SLR
1958 - Stirling Moss and Tony Brooks driving an Aston Martin DBR1
1959 - Stirling Moss, Jack Fairman and Carroll Shelby driving an Aston Martin DBR1
1960 - Stirling Moss driving a Ferrari 250 GT SWB
1961 - Stirling Moss driving a Ferrari 250 GT SWB
1962 - Innes Ireland driving a Ferrari 250 GTO
1963 - Graham Hill driving a Ferrari 250 GTO
1964 - Graham Hill driving a Ferrari 330P
1965 - Denny Hulme driving a Brabham BT8 Climax
1966 - Denny Hulme driving a Lola T70 Chevrolet
1967 - Andrea de Adamich driving an Alfa Romeo GTA
1968 - Denny Hulme driving a Lola T70 Chevrolet
1969 - Trevor Taylor driving a Lola T70 Chevrolet
1970 - Brian Muir driving a Chevrolet Camaro Z28
1972 - Jochen Mass and Dieter Glemser driving a Ford Capri RS260
1973 - Derek Bell and Harald Ertl driving a BMW 3.0 CSL
1974 - Stuart Graham driving a Chevrolet Camaro Z2
1975 - Stuart Graham driving a Chevrolet Camaro Z28
1976 - Jean Xhenceval, Pierre Dieudonne and Hughes de Fierlandt driving a BMW 3.0 CSL
1977 - Dieter Quester and Tom Walkinshaw driving a BMW 3.0 CSL
1978 - Raijmond van Hove and Eddy Joosen driving a BMW 3.0 CSL
1979 - Martino Finotto and Carlo Facetti driving a BMW 3.0 CSL
1980 - Umberto Grano, Harald Neger and Heribert Werginz driving a BMW 635 CSi
1981 - Tom Walkinshaw and Chuck Nicholson driving a Mazda RX-7
1982 - Tom Walkinshaw and Chuck Nicholson driving a Jaguar XJ-S
1983 - Stege Soper and Rene Metge driving a Rover 3500 V8
1984 - Helmut Kelleners and Gianfranco Brancatelli driving a BMW 635 CSi
1985 - Tom Walkinshaw and Win Percy driving a Rover 3500 V8
1986 - Jeff Allam and Denny Hulme driving a Rover 3500 V8
1987 - Enzo Calderari and Fabio Mancini driving a BMW M3
1988 - Andy Rouse and Alain Ferte driving a Ford Sierra RS500
1994 - Paul Radisich driving a Ford Mondeo
1997 - Alain Menu driving a Renault Laguna
1998 - Vincenzo Sospiri and Emmanuel Collard driving a Ferrari 333SP
2005 - Pedro Lamy and Peter Kox driving an Aston Martin DBR9
2006 - Michael Bartels and Andrea Bertolini driving a Maserati MC12
2007 - Mika Salo and Thomas Biagi driving a Maserati MC12
2008 - Ryan Sharp and Karl Wendlinger driving an Aston Martin DBR9
2009 - Ryan Sharp and Karl Wendlinger driving a Saleen S7-R
2010 - Warren Hughes and Jamie Campbell-Walter driving a Nissan GT-R GT1
2011 - Michael Krumm and Lucas Luhr driving a Nissan GT-R GT1
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2013
the touRIst tRoPhy And the WeC

Unless something truly spectacular happens, it’s unlikely in the extreme 
that Nissan will score a win treble for the oldest motorsport award on 
the planet.

The RAC Tourist Trophy has been won on the last two occasions it was 
awarded by GT1 specification Nissan GTRs but with the agreement of the 
RAC the 106 year old Trophy will this weekend be awarded to the overall 
winners of the 2013 FIA WEC season opening 6 Hours of Silverstone.

That means that the trophy will stay with Endurance racing where it has 
remained since 1998 after a history that has seen it variously awarded to 
race winners in significant events for GT, Touring and Protoype formulae 
with some of the greatest legends of the sport amongst those engraved 
as winners on its plinth.  

Nuvolari, Carraciola, Moss, Hill, Hulme and Bell are all previous winners 
and there are two previous winners in the 2013 WEC field, both though 
have little hope of scoring another win as they are in GTE class Aston 
Martins (Pedro Lamy and Jamie Campbell Walter.)
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